
Dear Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning Staff (the Department),

URGENT: Further logging of mature Tree Geebungs at coupe 461-503-0009 

On 13 May of this year the Department and VicForests were made aware of the presence and 
damage to numerous mature Tree Geebung plants within VicForests logging coupe 461-503-0009 
(the coupe) through an investigation report (the 13 May report). These Tree Geebungs should have 
been protected from disturbance in line with relevant requirements in the regulatory framework 
governing logging operations in Victorian public State Forests.

At the time the Department and VicForests were made aware of the damage to and likely continued 
damage to additional mature Tree Geebungs in the coupe, logging operations were likely to 
continue. After further requests for information from the Department, the recommencement of 
logging operations within the coupe, and more than two weeks after submission of the 13 May 
report, the Department informed me: 

“that Authorised Officers of THCU have inspected the coupe on 24 May 2019 and an 
Authorised Officer issued a direction pursuant to section 70(1) of the Sustainable Forests 
(Timber) Act 2004 to VicForests which included the following requirements:

• Exclusion of timber harvesting activities from specified areas of the coupe known to 
contain Tree Geebung plants until those areas had been searched and any Tree 
Geebungs that have a diameter at breast height over bark (DBHOB) equal to or more 
than 10 cm or display fruit have been marked.
• Prior to the commencement of timber harvesting in unharvested areas of the coupe, 
search for and mark any Tree Geebungs that meet the above requirements.
• Exclude machinery from within 5m of any marked Tree Geebung.
• Direct the falling of trees away from marked Tree Geebungs.”

Inspection of the coupe on 21 and 23 October 2019 has shown that none of the stipulated 
requirements listed above have been maintained and that now, following the apparent recent 
recommencement of logging operations within coupe 461-503-0009, almost all of the mature Tree 
Geebungs that had not already been damaged at the time of the 13 May report have either been 
disturbed, damaged or completely destroyed.

Attached to this email is a supplementary investigation report (the 30 October report) detailing 
among other things the current status of the mature Tree Geebungs that were undamaged at the time
of the 13 May report.

Within the attached 30 October report details are provided of the one very large mature Tree 
Geebung (BBT10PA) found with parts of its trunk still upright and whose girth was measured. This 
very large Tree Geebung had a bifurcated trunk and one very large diameter fork of this trunk and 
part of the tree beneath it had been broken off from the tree’s base at approximately 1-2m above 
ground. The circumference of this tree was measured at 1.3m above ground as approximately 99 cm
(equating to a DBH of ~31.51 cm or ~15.75 cm radius). Due to the damage to the tree this 
measurement may have been larger prior to been disturbed. 

In a study examining the age of understorey plants in Wet Forests of the Central Highlands “How 
old are Wet Forest understories?”, Mueck, S. G. et. al., Australian Journal of Ecology, 1996, Vol. 21,
Issue 3, pp. 345-348, the researchers measured the radius of two Tree Geebung (Persoonia arborea) 
individuals at “near ground level” at 9.5 and 10.5 cm and their heights at 12 and 8 m respectively (a 
height range similar to BBT10PA). The results of that study, following radiocarbon dating of those 
trees, reported a radio carbon date for one 12 m tall Geebung (9.5 cm radius) as 280 ± 50 BP, with 



the highest probability of the age being between 320 and 510 years old. The same study reported a 
radio carbon date of one 8 m tall Geebung (10.5 cm radius) as 240 ± 60 BP with the highest 
probability of the age of that Geebung being between 170 and 500 years old. Tree BBT10PA 
described above was measured at 1.3 m above ground with a radius ~50% larger than those in the 
above study indicating the tree may have attained an age similar to those aged above.

Along with the other findings of the 13 May and 30 October reports, this information 
overwhelmingly demonstrates that:

• VicForests and the logging contractors operating within coupe 461-503-0009 have 
failed to protect mature Tree Geebungs from disturbance;

• VicForests and the logging contractors operating within coupe 461-503-0009 have not
maintained compliance with the requirements of the Authorised Officer’s section 70 
direction under the Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004 as detailed above;

• VicForests and the logging contractors operating within coupe 461-503-0009 have 
conducted illegal logging operations non-compliant with the Code of Practice for 
Timber Production 2014.

• The Department has failed to effectively regulate logging operations within coupe 
461-503-0009 to protect mature Tree Geebungs from disturbance;

• The Department must strengthen its regulatory role with regard to VicForests’ logging 
operations to ensure compliance with the regulatory framework is achieved;

• The Department must immediately recommence investigation of the matters raised in 
the 13 May and 30 October reports and this letter and prosecute VicForests and the 
logging contractors operating within coupe 461-503-0009 for conducting illegal logging
operations contrary the Code of Practice for Timber Production 2014.

Please urgently attend to the details of the attached 30 October report and the details of this letter 
and confirm as soon as possible what decisions and actions the Department has taken and will take 
responsive to this information.

Thank you, I look forward to your response and immediate action on this matter.

Andrew Lincoln
Fauna and Flora Research Collective Inc.
asl80@hotmail.com

31 October 2019
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